<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Studies</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>FoolProof Module Alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NSS-EC.9-12.1 Productive Resources:   | Understands choices made by individuals, firms, or government officials often have long run unintended consequences that can partially or entirely offset the initial effects of the decision.                  | M01: When It Hits The Fan  
M02: Breathing Without Air  
M03: Kick Some Buck                                                   |
| NSS-EC.9-12.2 Effective Decision Making: | Understands marginal benefit is the change in total benefit resulting from an action. Marginal cost is the change in total cost resulting from an action.                                                   | M08: Burning Money  
M14: College Prep                                                   |
| NSS-EC.9-12.3 Allocating Goods and Services: | Understands comparing the benefits and costs of different allocation methods in order to choose the method that is most appropriate for some specific problem can result in more effective allocations and a more effective overall allocation system. | M01: When It Hits The Fan  
M02: Breathing Without Air  
M03: Kick Some Buck                                                   |
| NSS-EC.9-12.12 Interest Rates:        | Understands that an interest rate is a price of money that is borrowed or saved.                                                                                                                      | M08: Burning Money  
M17: Investing  
M18: Retirement                                                   |
| NSS-EC.9-12.13 Income and Earning:    | Understands changes in the structure of the economy, the level of gross domestic product, technology, government policies, and discrimination can influence personal income.                             | M08: Burning Money  
M14: College Prep                                                   |
| NSS-EC.9-12.14 Entrepreneurs:         | Understands entrepreneurial decisions affect job opportunities for other workers.                                                                                                                      | M08: Burning Money  
M17: Investing  
M18: Retirement                                                   |